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Lincoln Steffans
"I have seen the future and it works".....You have shown us your vision, and it helped guide us. We are
enriched for having know you.
Robert Frost
"The land was ours before we were the land's".....We had a dream and you lead us to realization. For your
leading part we thank you.
Robert Frost
"Two roads diverged in a wood, and I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the
difference".....We shall never fear the unknown again, nor look to something new with self doubt. You
have taught us well.
Robert Frost
“He prayeth best, who loveth best, all things great and small".....Your loving kindness towards our youth
is greatly appreciated and returned to you ink kind.
Robert Frost
"The woods are lovely, dark and deep. But I have promises to keep, and miles to go before sleep".....The
journey with you has been one of true enlightenment.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
"We are always getting ready to live, but never living".....You taught us about life and how to live it right in
the here and now. Through you we have experienced much personal growth.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
"The only reward of virtue is virtue; the only way to have a friend is to be one".....You have been a true and
trusted friend to us all.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
"The reward of a thing well done is to have done it".....We did it because of you. Thanks.
Baruch Spinoza
“I have striven not to laugh at human actions, not to weep at them, nor to hate them, but to understand
them"....Your kindness and understanding is truly appreciated.
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Tom Paine
"My country is my world and my religion is to do good".....You have done very well, aided us in so
many ways that you have left your indelible mark.
Voltaire
"Superstition sets the whoe world in flames; philosophy quenches them".....Your guidance, direction
and leadership has been a positive force towards all our future endeavors.
Erasmus Darwin
“A fool is a man who never tried and experiment in his life".....You taught us to explore freely and joyfully
enriched our lives. Thank you for being you.
- Your signature is deeply etched in our newly focused emphasis towards development and expansion.
With future planning at this peak we are looking forward to your continued leadership and to seeing all
your plans to fruition.
- The more we know you, the more we like you. The less we see you, the more we miss you. You have
found your niche with us and filled our nest with love overflowing, seeing us through our growth and
change.
- When reviewing the highlights of this year, one cannot help but notice your name associated with each
and every success. We thank you for your efforts and hard work, but mostly for just being you.
- Well honed professional skills such as yours are not in the commonplace. We are so very fortunate to
have you on our side.
- Your new world view of inifinate combinations helped to identify our needs and enable us to imagine
success beyond the periphery, carving our new place within the community at large.
- Your practical vision on the window of opportunity, ceaseless guidance and overflowing warmth of
spirit has enabled us to succeed. You have been the architect of our dream, the concrete realist of our
goals.
- Life is but a single four-leaf clover in a field of green. You have enriched our lives with your uniqueness.
You have heightened our spirits and generated a vibrant energy spillover to all avenues of our lives.
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- We wish to thank you for all your hearty efforts and pay tribute to your continued undertakings in
our behalf.
- With keen and practice eye, punctuated by your exquisite sense of practicality, you have enabled
us to move at an energetic, yet never hectic pace, always striving to new dimensions.
- Along the path of life there are but a few bright moments. Knowing you has been one of those
pleasurable rarities.
- You brought us together in affirmation of tolerance and botherhood - a glorious voice, devoid of
negativity, filled with great dignity.

